A model for intracellular complexation between gene-5 protein and bacteriophage fd DNA.
A structural model for the helical intracellular complex formed between the gene-5 DNA-binding protein (G 5 BP; approximately 1274 copies) and bacteriophage fd DNA has been derived by an atomic-contact analysis approach. These studies depended in large part on the recently determined high-resolution structure of the G 5 BP dimer and cross-correlations with physical-chemical data available from other techniques. The approach was to systematically scan the full set of helical complexation parameters involved, based upon observed structural and orientational constraints, to determine those compatible with both the structure of the G 5 BP dimer and the overall dimensions of the full complex. This process was monitored throughout by close scrutiny of dimer-dimer contacts and the use of hard-copy and interactive graphics devices. Instead of the wide variety of possibilities that had been expected from such an approach, only one satisfactory assembly of DNA and G 5 BP dimers could be found. The results indicate that phage DNA will be wound to the outside of the helical protein ribbon that forms the core of intracellular complex at a density of five nucleotides per G 5 BP monomer. Bound DNA strands are positioned in two contiguous binding channels, which form as a consequence of the interactions of complexed G 5 BP dimers. These channels run just inside the outer extended beta loops, composed of residue 20-30, and are separated by approximately 3.2 nm. The DNA phosphate backbone is bound at a substantially smaller radial distance (approximately 3.5 nm) than the maximum radius of the intracellular complex as a whole (approximately 4.5 nm) since bound DNA is embedded within these well-defined binding channels. Our studies also indicate that a number of sterically unacceptable contacts, involving residues 38-42, prevent complexation of otherwise complementary dimer surfaces in the absence of nucleic acids. In the process of binding DNA, these residues change conformation thereby allowing self-assembly of dimer units into a helical structure. We propose that these residues act as a two-position stereochemical switch that allows or disallows complex formation in response to the absence or presence of DNA.